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DEALING WITH VALUES IN 

DIFFERENT PARADIGMS 

Positivist paradigm: 
looking for “the 
truth”

Evaluation attempts to eliminate 
bias, much of which is related to 
values, eg ensure intervention effects 
remain free from “contamination” to 
enhance internal and external validity

Values hidden to 

POSITIVIST TRADITION

Values hidden to 
eliminate bias

Different values surfaced as 
part of the findings about the 
what is being studied

Evaluation aims to bring bias into the light 
to identify the different values of various 
stakeholder groups

Constructivist paradigm: no 
“one truth”, rather multiple 
and subjective constructions 
of experience

CONSTRUCTIVIST TRADITION



BACKGROUND TO MSC

� Dialogical story-based technique (dialogue as crux of 

technique) in the constructivist tradition

� First used by Rick Davies and Jessica Dart to evaluate a 

social development programme in Bangladesh social development programme in Bangladesh 

� Has since been used by various international 

development programmes 

� Not used on its own, but as part of a mixed methods 

approach



� Relates to peoples’ daily lives, allows 

them to express impacts according to 

their own terms and values 

� “Storytelling is an ancient and cross-

cultural sense-making process familiar to 

VALUE OF STORIES

cultural sense-making process familiar to 

all peoples”*. Useful technique in SA due 

to the strong oral tradition

� Stories are valuable because they 

provide a way of representing 

experiences as a complex whole

*Dart and Davies



� Designed  for programme improvement and learning as 

it looks for outliers 

� Not just for reporting on a project, but also for learning 

� Complementary to quantitative indicator-based 

VALUE OF THE MSC TECHNIQUE

� Complementary to quantitative indicator-based 

investigation

� Inductive nature of the technique allows for unintended 

outcomes to surface and a contextually rich description 

of experiences to emerge

*Dart and Davies



THE MSC TECHNIQUE

Although MSC can be used in multiple ways, the core “compulsory” 

elements are the telling of stories (can be written or verbal) and the 

selection of stories.   

1. Starting and raising interest

2. Defining the domains of change (can be done after stories are collected)2. Defining the domains of change (can be done after stories are collected)

3. Defining the reporting period 

4. Collecting SC stories: (can be told according to different “domains of 

change” eg health, or without these specific categories)

5. Selecting the most significant of the stories

6. Feeding back the results of the selection process 

7. Verification of stories

8. Quantification

9. Secondary analysis and meta-monitoring

10. Revising the system.



THE MSC TECHNIQUE

� Stories = first person, written as they are spoken (or 

written directly by participant)

� During selection, stories are read out loud in a group and � During selection, stories are read out loud in a group and 

then a debate is held to select the most significant story –

this debate is the most important part of the dialogical 

process

� Selection can be done by various groups



� MSC is 100% subjective – it is not trying to 

avoid bias, but rather surface bias and values 

THE MSC TECHNIQUE
TO UNCOVER VALUES

and deal with these different values

� The evaluation is about assigning values



Story-tellers must decide their “most significant” stories, ie 

which has most VALUE for them; then asked WHY s/he chose 

the story as the most significant

UNCOVERING VALUES OF 
STORY-TELLERS



� The discussion  of values = most nb part of selection  process 

– selection is done to push people into a deeper dialogue  

(must focus on stories re-read, debate) 

� Selectors  have to decide which outcomes (and possibly their 

UNCOVERING VALUES 
OF SELECTORS

accompanying change theory) carry value and why

• requires them to surface their paradigms, philosophies, 

disciplines, “mental models” 

• requires them to reveal their stance in terms of the 

evaluation or programme (g donors’ position vs NGOs’ 

position).



� Impact Consulting evaluated a pilot 

programme in township schools  aiming 

to teach children health messages 

through sport

� Programme had element of life skills 

USING MSC IN SOUTH AFRICA

� Programme had element of life skills 

through building of supportive teams and 

using coaches as good role models 

� Impact Consulting developed a mixed 

method design for the evaluation, with a  

learner pre-post knowledge questionnaire 

and MSC focus groups



1. MSC stories were collected from the learners 

2. Question:

What would you consider the most significant change

in your life since you joined the programme?

USING MSC

in your life since you joined the programme?

3. Learners came together in groups of 6 and told their stories to a 

facilitator and the rest of the group in their home language

4. Each group selected one story to represent their group and 

explained why

5. All stories were recorded, translated and transcribed



1. Stories were presented to the NGO staff and the donor in a round 

table setting for discussion

2. Staff were given the opportunity to read through all the stories

3. General perceptions and thoughts were shared

USING MSC

3. General perceptions and thoughts were shared

4. Domains of change identified through participatory approach 

(quite difficult as selectors had very different ways of thinking 

about the programme) 

5. 3 broad domains of change were eventually identified

6. One or two stories per domain were selected as the most 

significant



� Donor representative was from a sports organisation and so valued 

the stories where children learnt how to play sport 

� Project manager was a medical doctor and so valued the stories where 

the kids had learnt the health messages 

BRIEF OBSERVATIONS OF DIFFERENT 

VALUES IN THIS EXAMPLE

� Director of the NGO had based this pilot on other similar programmes 

he had developed and valued the outcomes where he could see his 

“model” working 

� One of the implementers grew up in a township and valued the stories 

which reflected the township context and how the kids were overcoming 

the usual challenges

� ETC ETC…



FINALLY...A STORY



THANK YOU

Questions?

jerushah@impactconsulting.co.za

www.impactconsulting.co.za


